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DISCLAIMER:
Everyone’s journey is their own! Please remember that not all terms/phrases feel good for everyone.
No one person is exactly alike another and with that, different people utilize different pronouns,
terms, and so on.
Please remember to never assign things to people, including our own assumptions or any of these
terms.
This is for your knowledge and understanding, it is not a blanket statement and it is certainly NOT for
you to utilize to call people anything.
The hope here is that this understanding will help you to stay open to however another person
identifies themselves to you.
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LGBTQ LANGUAGE
Ami Davis
Sex and (Gender) Identity (this is who I am):
GSM- Gender, Sexual Minority- A term used to refer to LGBTQ folks, being that
lesbians, gay men, and bisexual are sexual minorities in society and transgender
folks are a gender minority. This term can be used interchangeably with LGBTQ.
Sex Assigned at Birth (SAAB)/Sex Designated at Birth (SDAB) – Biological,
anatomical, assigned by doctor at birth; conversationally and often times body
related.
Cisgender – Someone who identifies in a way aligning with their biological sex at
birth (this is the majority population; think- “not transgender”).
Transgender – Someone who identifies differently from their biological sex
assigned at birth (this person may or may NOT wish to take medical steps to
change their bodies to align with their identity); suggested practice: always refer
to people by their pronouns and/or as the gender they identify, regardless of
biological genitals (body) or expression.
i) Transphobia- Irrational fear or hatred of, violence, harassment or
discrimination perpetrated against transgender people.
ii) Transition- The process though which SOME transgender people live
and express as the gender with which they identify, rather than the
one typically associated with their sex assigned at birth.
(a) Social- may include things such as changing names, pronouns,
hairstyle, and clothing.
(b) Medical- may include medical components like hormone
therapy and gender affirming surgeries.
!! Not all transgender individuals seek medical care as part of their transition or
have access to such care. The decision about which steps to take as part of one’s
transition is a deeply personal and private choice. You should never ask someone
if they have had any medical procedures, and you should respect the privacy of a
student’s (anyone’s) transition process.
Gender Expansive- Refers to a wider, more flexible range of gender identities or
expressions than those typically associated with the binary gender system.
Example: a child that we are not sure is transgender, but they are expressing
contrary to “typical gender norms” may be referred to as having a gender
expansive expression; this could also be considered gender non-conforming.
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Gender Neutral/Gender Queer/A-gender/ (trans) non-binary – Someone to
whom the gender binary is often referred to as a societal creation with which
they do not agree, “fit” and will not conform to. This person may or may not
prefer to be addressed by no gender pronoun at all. Rather, gender neutral
pronouns such as “them/they” in a singular context; suggested practice: if this is
difficult for you, try to refrain from using pronouns at all and refer to the person
by name alone; note! If you do this, make sure you are using the name with
which they identify.
Two-Spirit/Third Gender – Culturally appropriate terms to what many in
Western culture may refer to as Transgender; A person that can embody both
male and female roles in the tribe (two-spirit). These are cultural terms and
invite understanding of respective cultures, traditions, and language.
Intersex- This is a person born with both or pieces of both biological genitals’,
this is not their identity in most cases. Please, understand that even a person
born intersex (this is a biological sex), will most likely have an identity other than
intersex; previous (in history) referred to as hermaphrodite and although that
term is still medically accurate, socially it is not respectful.
*Gender Identity is ALWAYS SELF IDENTIFIED (no one can tell YOU how YOU
identify, regardless of assumptions or biological sex), these terms are always
changing and are delicate to each individual*
Gender Binary- A social system that constructs gender according to two discrete
and opposite categories — male or female.
Gender Spectrum- An understanding of gender as encompassing a wide range of
identities and expressions.
Gender Dysphoria- An intense and persistent discomfort with the primary and
secondary sex characteristics of one’s assigned birth sex. Affirming and
supporting a person’s gender identity can help to significantly decrease their
dysphoria. Conversely, rejecting or requiring a person to conceal their gender
identity will exacerbate their level of dysphoria.
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Orientation (this is who I am attracted to):
Heterosexual (“straight”)- a self-identified person that is attracted to the
“opposite” identified sex.
Homosexual (“gay/lesbian”)- A self-identified person that is attracted to those
of the same identified sex.
Bisexual- a self-identified person that is attracted to both self-identified men and
women.
A-Sexual – A person who does not base their relationships on sexual attraction.
This does not mean they do not have romantic relationships. A-sexual
orientations have many sub-identities. It is important to note, as well, that
orientation, sexual behavior, and romantic/relationship behavior(s) are all
different things.
Pan/Omnisexual- This is a person who is attracted to all variations of gender
identity, this includes transgender, intersex people, male, female, gender queer,
etc…
Expression (this is how I show myself to you):
“Traditionally Masculine” – Meets society’s pre-set of what a man “should” look
like: wears “men’s” clothing, cologne as opposed to perfume, “men’s” shoes,
other traditionally labeled “men’s” things.
“Traditionally Feminine” –Meets society’s traditional preset of what a woman
“should” look like: wears “women’s” clothing, perfume instead of cologne,
“women’s” shoes, and other traditionally labeled “women’s” things.
Non-Conforming –Someone who appears in their expression, opposite or
“different” from society’s preset expectations of their gender, I.E. a selfidentified woman that wears “men’s” clothing, cologne, etc… and vise-versa.
Often times, gender neutral/queer/fluid may be labeled as non-conforming, but
it is important to remember that if someone does not identify to a gender or
believe in the binary, their expression may not necessarily be mapped here.
Androgynous –This is someone whose dress and other aspects of their
expression may be someone what traditionally masculine and somewhat
traditionally feminine at the same time. I.E. a self-identified woman that wears
women’s clothing but never overtly feminine, maybe has short hair, etc…think,
Ellen DeGeneres(ish).
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Queer/Non-Binary/Fluid- Queer is a blanket statement that can be applied to
gender identity, orientation, and expression, meaning that, they do not have the
desire to specify but they are sharing with you their closeness to the LGBTQ
community.
!! Queer is historically a hurtful and scary term, please do not use or call people
anything-especially this, but know that some LGBTQ folks will identify
themselves this way to you.
Non-Binary- for expression is the same as a non-binary identity, this is someone
whom does not wish to conform to society’s idea that there are only two
genders and they will frequently “mix and match” traditional forms of expression
to fit them best in any way they see fit.
Fluid- This is someone whose expression and/or identity may shift between
traditionally masculine and traditionally feminine, to include all those “inbetween” on the spectrum.
Gender Pronouns:
This is how a person wants to be referenced as far as gender pronouns. This is
how someone wants to be referred to in a gendered way, which may or may not
indicate their gender identity.
For example, “My name is Ami, I identify as a female (regardless of biological
sex), and my pronouns are SHE or HER.” People who identify as non-binary or
neutral may ask to not use a pronoun at all. Some may use “they” in the singular
in a gender-neutral way.
How to ask: “How do you identify?” “What pronouns shall I use for you?” “Is
____ the name you go by?”
!! As before, some communities/regions/people appreciate and respect when
pronouns are asked; some do not and receive it as disrespectful.
!! If you know someone’s pronouns, no need to ask; please avoid targeting only
specifically people to ask pronouns.
Examples: They/Them/Theirs; She/Her/Hers; He/Him/His
!! If you mis-gender someone or ask and offend: simply apologize, correct, and
move on in a kind and respectful way.
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RESOURCES
“What is The Bible” -Rob Bell (any Rob Bell book)
Human Rights Campaign, Faith Resources: www.hrc.org
www.queergrace.com
www.queertheology.com
Reconciling Ministries
VIDEO: “TO THIS DAY” SHANE KOYCZAN; Poem and voice can be found at:
www.tothisdayproject.com
Documentary Suggestions:
Gender Revolution, National Geographic (YouTube.com)
Creating Gender Inclusive Schools, Johnathan Skurnik
El Canto del Colibri, Directed by Marco Castro-Bojorquez
The Trans List – HBO
Believer – HBO
The T Word – Netflix
Books/Publications:
The Transgender Child: A Handbook for Families and Professionals
By: Rachel Pepper and Stephanie A. Brill
The Transgender Teen
By: Lisa Kenney and Stephanie A. Brill
First, Do No Harm: Reducing Disparities California Dept. of Public Health Report
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/Documents/LGBTQ_Population_Report.pdf
GLSEN Model District Policy on Trans and non-conforming students:
http://www.glsen.org/article/transgender-model-district-policy
Schools in Transition: A Guide for Supporting Transgender Students in K12
Schools
https://www.genderspectrum.org/staging/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/Schools-in-Transition-2015.pdf
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SOME THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:
•

•

•

•

•
•

NO ONE IS PERFECT, your efforts to learn and act appropriately are
appreciated. Do not feel discouraged if some of this is difficult for you.
The key is to try and to ask questions if needed.
Try to be aware of the messages around you surrounding the topic of
LGBTQ people and realize that what you see/hear is also what they
see/hear.
If you wish to serve this community and feel equipped to appropriately
do so, you can let that be known subtly by placing an Ally Symbol in your
work space. (Examples of Ally Symbols include: an HRC symbol, Equality,
Diversity posters, Rainbow Flag, and more!)
If you are faced with a situation you are uncertain about, that is OK, there
are people ready and willing to help. Attending the LGBTQ SubCommittee meetings every 4th Tuesday of the month at 303 E. Vanderbilt
Way, San Bernardino from 1230-2 pm
Taking the time to ask appropriate pronouns and other identifying factors
can greatly increase the quality of your relationship with LGBTQ folks.
In the past this community has faced much discrimination and hard
ship, especially with providers, so there can be an amount of distrust
already “embedded” in them, this is not personal and only takes a small
effort to overcome.

CONGRATULATIONS FOR TAKING THIS STEP IN THE JOURNEY TOWARD
BETTER UNDERSTANDING GSM COMMUNITIES AND HOW TO BETTER
SERVE THEM. YOUR TIME AND EFFORT IS GREATLY APPRECIATED AND
RECOGNIZED.

Ami Davis
LGBTQ Education Consultant
Ami@TheAcadami.com
760-498-3272

Follow us on Instagram &
Facebook:
@TheAcadami
@TheAmiDavis

TO SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION or EXPLORE THE ACADAMI SERVICES, VISIT
www.TheAcadami.com or
e-mail: info@TheAcadami.com or
call: 760-498-3272
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